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QUESTION 1

DRAG DROP 

A company uses a model-driven app. The app uses a workflow to send email. Emails are sent to new customers that
enter an email address for the first time in the app. 

Customers report that they do not receive an email after entering an email address. 

You need to troubleshoot the issue. 

In which order should you perform the actions? To answer, move the appropriate actions from the list of actions to the
answer area and arrange them in the correct order. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 

 

 

QUESTION 2

On a Contact record, a user creates a Note record that contains the word running. 

One week later, the user reports that they cannot find the Contact record associated with the Note record. 

You need to find the Note record. 
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Solution: Use Quick Find search on the Notes list to search for the word run. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

Instead use Relevance Search. 

Note: Relevance Search finds matches to any word in the search term in any field in the entity. Matches may include
inflectional words, like "stream," "streaming," or "streamed." 

Reference: 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/admin/configure-relevance-search-organization#what-is-relevance-
search 

 

QUESTION 3

Note: This question is part of a series of questions that present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some question sets might have more than one correct solution,
while 

others might not have a correct solution. 

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You are a Dynamics 365 Sales administrator for a software company. The sales team wants to attach a large number of
supporting documents to customer records, but management does not want to incur the cost of additional storage. 

The company does not have any Office 365 application integrations enabled. 

You need to recommend a storage solution that keeps storage costs low. 

Solution: Enable OneDrive for Business. 

Does this meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

DRAG DROP 
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A company plans to add another language to a Microsoft Dataverse environment. 

Several components were added or modified in the environment. 

You need to ensure that these components get translated. 

Which method should you use? To answer, drag the appropriate methods to the correct component types. Each method
may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view 

content. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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Explanation: 

Box 1: Export and re-import translated text 

Microsoft Dataverse supports multiple languages. If you want your solution to be installed for organizations that include
different base languages or that have multiple languages provisioned, take this into account when planning your
solution. 

The following table lists tactics to use along with solution components to include in a solution that supports multiple
languages. 

* Export and import translations Solution component type: Attributes Charts Dashboards Entity Entity Relationships
Forms Messages Option Sets Views 

Note: 

The standard tables include default text for labels that are available in many different languages. However, when you
customize a form, such as adding or changing columns, or create custom tables, you may need the labels for those 

components to appear in different languages. You can import translated label text for customized tables for your apps
so that the label text displays in languages other than the base language. 

High-level process 

Export the translations from the solution that contains the tables that you want to translate label text. Then, open the
translations XML file and add the translated text.  
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Import the translations. 

Box 2: Create a separate version for each language 

*

 Separate component for each language Solution component type: Article Templates Email Templates Mail Merge
Templates Reports Dialogs 

Box 3: Use embedded labels. 

*

 Embedded labels Application Navigation (SiteMap) Ribbons 

Reference: https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-platform/alm/create-solutions-support-multiple-languages
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/power-apps/maker/data-platform/translate-entity-label-text 

 

QUESTION 5

HOTSPOT 

You are a Dynamics 365 help desk administrator. 

You need to create a dashboard that displays information on help desk cases that are handled each week. 

Which dashboard components should you use? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer area. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

Hot Area: 
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Correct Answer: 
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Box 1: Area chart 

Box 2: System chart System charts are organization-owned charts, which makes them available to anyone with access
to read the data running the app. System charts can\\'t be assigned or shared with specific app users. Box 3: Personal
dashboard Box 4: Personal dashboard Box 5: Area chart 
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